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In every cry of every man,
In every infant's cry of fear,
In every voice, in every ban,
The mind-forg'd manacles I hear.
WILLIAM BLAKE:

9

London

EVERY TIME I go back to Brownsville it is as if I had never been away. From the
moment I step off the train at Rockaway Avenue and smell the leak out of the men's
room, then the pickles from the stand just below the subway steps, an instant rage
comes over me, mixed with dread and some unexpected tenderness. It is over ten years
since I left to live in "the city"—everything just out of Brownsville was always "the
city." Actually I did not go very far; it was enough that I could leave Brownsville. Yet
as I walk those familiarly choked streets at dusk and see the old women sitting in front
of the tenements, past and present become each other's faces; I am back where I began.
It is always the old women in their shapeless flowered housedresses and ritual
wigs I see first; they give Brownsville back to me. In their soft dumpy bodies and the
unbudging way they occupy the tenement stoops, their hands blankly folded in each
other as if they had been sitting on these stoops from the beginning of time, I sense
again the old foreboding that all my life would be like this. Urime Yidn. Alfred, what
do you want of us poor Jews?
The early hopelessness burns at my face like fog the minute I get off the subway. I
can smell it in the air as soon as I walk down Rockaway Avenue. It hangs over the
Negro tenements in the shadows of the El-darkened street, the torn and flapping
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canvas sign still listing the boys who went to war, the stagnant wells of candy stores
and pool parlors, the torches flaring at dusk over the vegetable stands and pushcarts,
the neon-blazing fronts of liquor stores, the piles of Halvah and chocolate kisses in the
windows of the candy stores next to the News and Mirror, the dusty old drugstores
where urns of rose and pink and blue colored water still swing from chains, and where
next door Mr. A.'s sign still tells anyone walking down Rockaway Avenue that he has
pants to fit any color suit. It is in the faces of the kids, who before they are ten have
learned that Brownsville is a nursery of tough guys, and walk with a springy caution,
like boxers approaching the center of the ring. Even the Negroes who have moved into
the earliest slums deserted by the Jews along Rockaway Avenue have been infected
with the damp sadness of the place, and slouch along the railings of their wormy
wooden houses like animals in a cage. The Jewish district drains out here, but eddies
back again on the next street; they have no connection with it. A Gypsy who lives in
one of the empty stores is being reproached by a tipsy Negro in a sweater and new
pearl-gray fedora who has paid her to tell his fortune. You promis' me, didnja? Didnja
promis', you lousy f...? His voice fills the street with the empty rattle of a wooden
wheel turning over and over.
The smell of damp out of the rotten hallways accompanies me all the way to
Blake Avenue. Everything seems so small here now, old, mashed-in, more rundown
even than I remember it, but with a heartbreaking familiarity at each door that makes
me wonder if I can take in anything new, so strongly do I feel in Brownsville that I am
walking in my sleep. I keep bumping awake at harsh intervals, then fall back into my
trance again. In the last crazy afternoon light the neons over the delicatessens bathe all
their wares in a cosmetic smile, but strip the street of every personal shadow and
concealment. The torches over the pushcarts hold in a single breath of yellow flame
the acid smell of half-sour pickles and herrings floating in their briny barrels. There is
a dry rattle of loose newspaper sheets around the cracked stretched skins of the
"chiney" oranges. Through the kitchen windows along every ground floor I can
already see the containers of milk, the fresh round poppy-seed evening rolls. Time for
supper, time to go home. The sudden uprooting I always feel at dusk cries out in a
crash of heavy wooden boxes; a dozen crates of old seltzer bottles come rattling up
from the cellar on an iron roller. Seltzer is still the poor Jew's dinner wine, a mild
luxury infinitely prized above the water out of the faucets; there can be few families in
Brownsville that still do not take a case of it every week. It sparkles, it can be mixed
with sweet jellies and syrups; besides, the water in Europe was often unclean.
In a laundry window off Dumont Avenue a printed poster with a Star of David at
the head proclaims solidarity with "our magnificent brothers in Palestine"A fiery
breath of victory has come to Brownsville at last! Another poster calls for a
demonstration against evictions. It is signed by one of those many subsidiaries of the
Communist Party that I could detect if it were wrapped in twenty layers of disguise.
"WORKERS AND PEOPLE OF BROWNSVILLE...!" Looking at that long-endured word
Landlord, I feel myself quickening to the old battle cries.
And now I go over the whole route. Brownsville is that road which every other
road in my life has had to cross.
When I was a child I thought we lived at the end of the world. It was the eternity
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of the subway ride into the city that first gave me this idea. It took a long time getting
to "New York"; it seemed longer getting back. Even the I.R.T. got tired by the time it
came to us, and ran up into the open for a breath of air before it got locked into its
terminus at New Lots. As the train left the tunnel to rattle along the elevated tracks, I
felt I was being jostled on a camel past the last way stations in the desert. Oh that ride
from New York! Light came only at Sutter Avenue. First across the many stations of
the Gentiles to the East River. Then clear across Brooklyn, almost to the brink of the
ocean all our fathers crossed. All those first stations in Brooklyn—Clark, Borough
Hall, Hoyt, Nevins, the junction of the East and West Side express lines—told me only
that I was on the last leg home, though there was always a stirring of my heart at Hoyt,
where the grimy subway platform was suddenly enlivened by Abraham and Straus's
windows of ladies' wear. Atlantic Avenue was vaguely exciting, a crossroads, the Long
Island railroad; I never saw a soul get in or out at Bergen Street; the Grand Army
Plaza, with its great empty caverns smoky with dust and chewing-gum wrappers,
meant Prospect Park and that stone path beside a meadow where as a child I ran off
from my father one summer twilight just in time to see the lamplighter go up the path
lighting from the end of his pole each gas mantle suddenly flaring within its corolla of
pleated paper—then, that summer I first strayed off the block for myself, the steps
leading up from the boathouse, the long stalks of grass wound between the steps thick
with the dust and smell of summer—then, that great summer at sixteen, my discovery
in the Brooklyn Museum of Albert Pinkham Ryder's cracked oily fishing boats drifting
under the moon. Franklin Avenue was where the Jews began—but all middle-class
Jews, alrightniks, making out "all right" in the New World, they were still Gentiles to
me as they went out into the wide and tree-lined Eastern Parkway. For us the journey
went on and on—past Nostrand, past Kingston, past Utica, and only then out into the
open at Sutter, overlooking Lincoln Terrace Park, "Tickle-Her" Park, the zoo of our
adolescence, through which no girl could pass on a summer evening without its being
understood forever after that she was "in"; past the rickety "two-family" private houses
built in the fever of Brownsville's last real-estate boom; and then into Brownsville
itself—Saratoga, Rockaway, and home. For those who lived still beyond, in East New
York, there was Junius, there was Pennsylvania, there was Van Siclen, and so at last
into New Lots, where the city goes back to the marsh, and even the subway ends.
Yet it was not just the long pent-up subway ride that led me to think of
Brownsville as the margin of the city, the last place, the car barns where they locked
up the subway and the trolley cars at night. There were always raw patches of unused
city land all around us filled with "monument works" where they cut and stored
tombstones, as there were still on our street farmhouses and the remains of old cobbled
driveways down which chickens came squealing into our punchball games—but most
of it dead land, neither country nor city, with that look of prairie waste I have so often
seen on my walks along the fringes of American cities near the freight yards. We were
nearer the ocean than the city, but our front on the ocean was Canarsie—in those days
the great refuse dump through which I made my first and grimmest walks into the city
—a place so celebrated in New York vaudeville houses for its squalor that the very
sound of the word was always good for a laugh. CAN-NARR-SIE! They fell into the
aisles. But that was the way to the ocean we always took summer evenings—through
silent streets of old broken houses whose smoky red Victorian fronts looked as if the
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paint had clotted like blood and had then been mixed with soot—past infinite weedy
lots, the smell of freshly cut boards in the lumber yards, the junk yards, the marshland
eating the pavement, the truck farms, the bungalows that had lost a window or a door
as they tottered on their poles against the damp and the ocean winds. The place as I
have it in my mind still reeks of the fires burning in the refuse dumps. Farms that had
once been the outposts of settlers in Revolutionary days had crumbled and sunk like
wet sand. Canarsie was where they opened the sluice gates to let the city's muck out
into the ocean. But at the end was the roar of the Atlantic and the summer house where
we stood outside watching through lattices the sports being served with great pitchers
of beer foaming onto the red-checked tablecloths. Summer, my summer! Summer!
We were of the city, but somehow not in it. Whenever I went off on my favorite
walk to Highland Park in the "American" district to the north, on the border of Queens,
and climbed the hill to the old reservoir from which I could look straight across to the
skyscrapers of Manhattan, I saw New York as a foreign city. There, brilliant and
unreal, the city had its life, as Brownsville was ours. That the two were joined in me I
never knew then—not even on those glorious summer nights of my last weeks in high
school when, with what an ache, I would come back into Brownsville along Liberty
Avenue, and, as soon as I could see blocks ahead of me the Labor Lyceum, the malted
milk and Fatima signs over the candy stores, the old women in their housedresses
sitting in front of the tenements like priestesses of an ancient cult, knew I was home.
We were the end of the line. We were the children of the immigrants who had
camped at the city's back door, in New York's rawest, remotest, cheapest ghetto,
enclosed on one side by the Canarsie flats and on the other by the hallowed middleclass districts that showed the way to New York. "New York" was what we put last on
our address, but first in thinking of the others around us. They were New York, the
Gentiles, America; we were Brownsville—Brunzvil, as the old folks said—the dust of
the earth to all Jews with money, and notoriously a place that measured all success by
our skill in getting away from it. So that when poor Jews left, even Negroes, as we
said, found it easy to settle on the margins of Brownsville, and with the coming of
spring, bands of Gypsies, who would rent empty stores, hang their rugs around them
like a desert tent, and bring a dusty and faintly sinister air of carnival into our
neighborhood.
They have built a housing project deep down the center of Brownsville, from
Rockaway to Stone, cutting clean diagonal forms within the onlooking streets, and
leaving at one end only the public school I attended as a boy. As I walked past those
indistinguishable red prisms of city houses, I kept remembering what they had pulled
down to make this project— and despite my pleasure in all this space and light in
Brownsville, despite even my envious wonder what our own life would have been if
we had lived, as soon all of New York's masses will live, just like everybody else, still,
I could not quite believe that what I saw before me was real. Brownsville in that model
quarter looks like an old crone who has had a plastic operation, and to my amazement
I miss her old, sly, and withered face. I miss all those ratty little wooden tenements,
born with the smell of damp in them, in which there grew up how many
schoolteachers, city accountants, rabbis, cancer specialists, functionaries of the
revolution, and strong-arm men for Murder, Inc.; I miss that affected squirt who
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always wore a paste diamond on his left pinky and one unforgotten day, taught me to
say children for kids; I miss the sinister "Coney Island" dives where before, during,
and after the school day we all anxiously gobbled down hot dogs soggy in sauerkraut
and mustard, and I slid along the sawdust floor fighting to get back the violin the
tough guys always stole from my locker for a joke; I miss the poisonous sweetness I
used to breathe in from the caramels melting inside the paper cartons every time I
passed the candy wholesaler's on my way back from school; I miss the liturgical
refrain Kosher-Bosher lettered on the windows of the butcher shops; the ducks at
Thanksgiving hanging down the doorways of the chicken store; the clouds of white
dust that rose up behind the windows of the mattress factory. Above all I miss the
fence to the junk yard where I would wait with my store of little red volumes, THE
WORLD'S GREATEST SELECTED SHORT STORIES, given us gratis by the Literary Digest,
hoping for a glimpse of a girl named Deborah. At eleven or twelve I was so
agonizedly in love with her, not least because she had been named after a prophetess in
Israel, that I would stand at the fence for hours, even creep through the junk yard to be
near her windows, with those little red books always in my hand. At home I would
recite to myself in triumph the great lines from Judges: Desolate were the open towns
in Israel, they were desolate, until that I arose, Deborah.... But near her I was afraid,
and always took along volumes of THE WORLD'S GREATEST SELECTED SHORT STORIES
as a gift, to ease my way into her house. She had five sisters, and every one of them
always seemed to be home whenever I called. They would look up at me standing in
their kitchen with the books in my hand, and laugh. "Look, boychik," the eldest once
said to me in a kindly way, "you don't have to buy your way in here every time with
those damned books just to see Deborah! Come on your own!"
There is something uncanny now about seeing the old vistas rear up at each end of
that housing project. Despite those fresh diagonal walks, with their trees and children's
sandboxes and Negro faces calmly at home with the white, so many of the old
tenements have been left undisturbed on every side of the project, the streets beyond
are so obviously just as they were when I grew up in them, that it is as if they had been
ripped out of their original pattern and then pasted back again behind the unbelievable
miniatures of the future.
To make that housing project they have torn away the lumber yard; the wholesale
drygoods store where my dressmaker mother bought the first shirts I ever wore that
she did not make herself; how many poolrooms; and that to me sinister shed that was
so long a garage, but before that, in the days of the silents, a movie house where every
week, while peddlers went up and down the aisles hawking ice-cream bricks and
orange squeeze, I feasted in my terror and joy on the "episodes." It was there one
afternoon, between the damp coldness in the movie house and the covetous cries of the
peddlers, that I was first seized by that bitter guilt I always felt in the movies whenever
there was still daylight outside. As I saw Monte Blue being locked into an Iron
Maiden, it suddenly came on me that the penalty for my delicious reveries might be
just such a death—a death as lonely, as sickeningly remote from all human aid, as the
one I saw my hero calmly prepare to face against the yellow shadows of deepest Asia.
Though that long-forgotten movie house now comes back on me as a primitive, folksy
place—every time the main door was opened to let in peddlers with fresh goods, a
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hostile mocking wave of daylight fell against the screen, and in the lip-reading silence
of the movies I could hear the steady whir and clacking of the machine and the screech
of the trolley cars on Rockaway Avenue—I instantly saw in that ominous patch of
light the torture box of life-in-death, some reproach calling out the punishment for my
sin.
A sin, perhaps, only of my own devising; the sin I recorded against all idle
enjoyment, looking on for its own sake alone; but a sin. The daylight was for grimness
and labor.
I see that they have also torn out that little clapboard Protestant church that stood
so long near the corner of Blake Avenue. It was the only church I ever saw in our
neighborhood—the others were the Russian Orthodox meeting-house in East New
York, and the Catholic church on East New York Avenue that marked the boundary, as
I used to think of it, between us and the Italians stretching down Rockaway and
Saratoga to Fulton. That little clapboard church must have been the last of its kind
surviving from the days when all that land was owned by Scottish farmers. I remember
the hymns that rolled out of the church on Sunday mornings, and how we sniffed as
we went by. All those earnest, faded-looking people in their carefully brushed and
strangely old-fashioned clothes must have come down there from a long way off. I
never saw any of them except on Sunday mornings—the women often surprisingly
quite fat, if not so fat as ours, and looking rather timid in their severe dresses and great
straw hats with clusters of artificial flowers and wax berries along the brim as they
waited for each other on the steps after the service; the men very stiff in their long
four-buttoned jackets. They did not belong with us at all; I could never entirely believe
that they were really there. One afternoon on my way back from school my curiosity
got the better of me despite all my fear of Gentiles, and I stealthily crept in, never
having entered a church in my life before, to examine what I was sure would be an
exotic and idolatrous horror. It was the plainest thing I had ever seen—not, of course,
homey, lived-in, and smelling of sour wine, snuff, and old prayer books, like our little
wooden synagogue on Chester Street, but so varnished-clean and empty and austere,
like our school auditorium, and so severely reserved above the altar and in the set rows
of wooden pews to the service of an enigmatic cult, that the chief impression it made
on me, who expected all Christians to be as fantastic as albinos, was that these people
were not, apparently, so completely different from us as I had imagined. I was
bewildered. What really held me there was the number of things written in English. I
had associated God only with a foreign language. Suspended from the ceiling over the
altar was a great gold-wood sign on which the black Gothic letters read: I am the
Resurrection and the Life. I remember standing in the doorway, longing tjo go all the
way up the aisle, then suddenly running away. The distance from that doorway to the
altar was the longest gap in space I had ever seen.
All my early life lies open to my eye within five city blocks. When I passed the
school, I went sick with all my old fear of it. With its standard New York publicschool brown brick courtyard shut in on three sides of the square and the pretentious
battlements overlooking that cockpit in which I can still smell the fiery sheen of the
rubber ball, it looks like a factory over which has been imposed the façade of a castle.
It gave me the shivers to stand up in that courtyard again; I felt as if I had been
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mustered back into the service of those Friday morning "tests" that were the terror of
my childhood.
It was never learning I associated with that school: only the necessity to succeed,
to get ahead of the others in the daily struggle to "make a good impression" on our
teachers, who grimly, wearily, and often with ill-concealed distaste watched against
our relapsing into the natural savagery they expected of Brownsville boys. The white,
cool, thinly ruled record book sat over us from their desks all day long, and had
remorselessly entered into it each day—in blue ink if we had passed, in red ink if we
had not—our attendance, our conduct, our "effort," our merits and demerits; and to the
last possible decimal point in calculation, our standing in an unending series of
"tests"—surprise tests, daily tests, weekly tests, formal midterm tests, final tests. They
never stopped trying to dig out of us whatever small morsel of fact we had managed to
get down the night before. We had to prove that we were really alert, ready for
anything, always in the race. That white thinly ruled record book figured in my mind
as the judgment seat; the very thinness and remote blue lightness of its lines instantly
showed its cold authority over me; so much space had been left on each page, columns
and columns in which to note down everything about us, implacably and forever. As it
lay there on a teacher's desk, I stared at it all day long with such fear and anxious
propriety that I had no trouble believing that God, too, did nothing but keep such
record books, and that on the final day He would face me with an account in Hebrew
letters whose phonetic dots and dashes looked strangely like decimal points counting
up my every sinful thought on earth.
All teachers were to be respected like gods, and God Himself was the greatest of
all school superintendents. Long after I had ceased to believe that our teachers could
see with the back of their heads, it was still understood, by me, that they knew
everything. They were the delegates of all visible and invisible power on earth—of the
mothers who waited on the stoops every day after three for us to bring home tales of
our daily triumphs; of the glacially remote Anglo-Saxon principal, whose very name
was King; of the incalculably important Superintendent of Schools who would
someday rubberstamp his name to the bottom of our diplomas in grim
acknowledgment that we had, at last, given satisfaction to him, to the Board of
Superintendents, and to our benefactor the Gty of New York—and so up and up, to the
government of the United States and to the great Lord Jehovah Himself. My belief in
teachers' unlimited wisdom and power rested not so much on what I saw in them—
how impatient most of them looked, how wary—but on our abysmal humility, at least
in those of us who were "good" boys, who proved by our ready compliance and
"manners" that we wanted to get on. The road to a professional future would be shown
us only as we pleased them. Make a good impression the first day of the term, and
they'll help you out. Make a bad impression, and you might as well cut your throat.
This was the first article of school folklore, whispered around the classroom the
opening day of each term. You made the "good impression" by sitting firmly at your
wooden desk, hands clasped; by silence for the greatest part of the live-long day; by
standing up obsequiously when it was so expected of you; by sitting down noiselessly
when you had answered a question; by "speaking nicely," which meant reproducing
their painfully exact enunciation; by "showing manners," or an ecstatic submissiveness
in all things; by outrageous flattery; by bringing little gifts at Christmas, on their
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birthdays, and at the end of the term—the well-known significance of these gifts being
that they came not from us, but from our parents, whose eagerness in this matter
showed a high level of social consideration, and thus raised our standing in turn.
It was not just our quickness and memory that were always being tested. Above
all, in that word I could never hear without automatically seeing it raised before me in
gold-plated letters, it was our character. I always felt anxious when I heard the word
pronounced. Satisfactory as my "character" was, on the whole, except when I stayed
too long in the playground reading; outrageously satisfactory, as I can see now, the
very sound of the word as our teachers coldly gave it out from the end of their teeth,
with a solemn weight on each dark syllable, immediately struck my heart cold with
fear—they could not believe I really had it. Character was never something you had; it
had to be trained in you, like a technique. I was never very clear about it. On our side
character meant demonstrative obedience; but teachers already had it—how else could
they have become teachers? They had it; the aloof Anglo-Saxon principal whom we
remotely saw only on ceremonial occasions in the assembly was positively encased in
it; it glittered off his bald head in spokes of triumphant light; the President of the
United States had the greatest conceivable amount of it. Character belonged to great
adults. Yet we were constantly being driven onto it; it was the great threshold we had
to cross. Alfred Kazin, having shown proficiency in his course of studies and having
displayed satisfactory marks of character ... Thus someday the hallowed diploma,
passport to my further advancement in high school. But there—I could already feel it
in my bones—they would put me through even more doubting tests of character; and
after that, if I should be good enough and bright enough, there would be still more.
Character was a bitter thing, racked with my endless striving to please. The school—
from every last stone in the courtyard to the batdements frowning down at me from the
walls—was only the stage for a trial. I felt that the very atmosphere of learning that
surrounded us was fake—that every lesson, every book, every approving smile was
only a pretext for the constant probing and watching of me, that there was not a secret
in me that would not be decimally measured into that white record book. All week
long I lived for the blessed sound of the dismissal gong at three o'clock on Friday
afternoon.
I was awed by this system, I believed in it, I respected its force. The alternative
was "going bad." The school was notoriously the toughest in our tough neighborhood,
and the dangers of "going bad" were constantly impressed upon me at home and in
school in dark whispers of the "reform school" and in examples of boys who had been
picked up for petty thievery, rape, or flinging a heavy inkwell straight into a teacher's
face. Behind any failure in school yawned the great abyss of a criminal career. Every
refractory attitude doomed you with the sound "Sing Sing." Anything less than
absolute perfection in school always suggested to my mind that I might fall out of the
daily race, be kept back in the working class forever, or—dared I think of it?—fall into
the criminal class itself.
I worked on a hairline between triumph and catastrophe. Why the odds should
always have felt so narrow I understood only when I realized how little my parents
thought of their own lives. It was not for myself alone that I was expected to shine, but
for them—to redeem the constant anxiety of their existence. I was the first American
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child, their offering to the strange new God; I was to be the monument of their
liberation from the shame of being—what they were. And that there was shame in this
was a fact that everyone seemed to believe as a matter of course. It was in the gleeful
discounting of themselves—what do we know?—with which our parents greeted every
fresh victory in our savage competition for "high averages," for prizes, for a few
condescending words of official praise from the principal at assembly. It was in the
sickening invocation of "Americanism"—the word itself accusing us of everything we
apparently were not. Our families and teachers seemed tacitly agreed that we were
somehow to be a little ashamed of what we were. Yet it was always hard to say why
this should be so. It was certainly not—in Brownsville!—because we were Jews, or
simply because we spoke another language at home, or were absent on our holy days.
It was rather that a "refined," "correct," "nice" English was required of us at school
that we did not naturally speak, and that our teachers could never be quite sure we
would keep. This English was peculiarly the ladder of advancement. Every future
young lawyer was known by it. Even the Communists and Socialists on Pitkin Avenue
spoke it. It was bright and clean and polished. We were expected to show it off like a
new pair of shoes. When the teacher sharply called a question out, then your name,
you were expected to leap up, face the class, and eject those new words fluently off the
tongue.
There was my secret ordeal: I could never say anything except in the most
roundabout way; I was a stammerer. Although I knew all those new words from my
private reading—I read walking in the street, to and from the Children's Library on
Stone Avenue; on the fire escape and the roof; at every meal when they would let me;
read even when I dressed in the morning, propping my book up against the drawers of
the bureau as I pulled on my long black stockings—I could never seem to get the
easiest words out with the right dispatch, and would often miserably signal from my
desk that I did not know the answer rather than get up to stumble and fall and crash on
every word. If, angry at always being put down as lazy or stupid, I did get up to speak,
the black wooden floor would roll away under my feet, the teacher would frown at me
in amazement, and in unbearable loneliness I would hear behind me the groans and
laughter: tuh-tuh-tuh-tuh.
The word was my agony. The word that for others was so effortless and so neutral,
so unburdened, so simple, so exact, I had first to meditate in advance, to see if I could
make it, like a plumber fitting together odd lengths and shapes of pipe. I was always
preparing words I could speak, storing them away, choosing between them. And often,
when the word did come from my mouth in its great and terrible birth, quailing and
bleeding as if forced through a thornbush, I would not be able to look the others in the
face, and would walk out in the silence, the infinitely echoing silence behind my back,
to say it all cleanly back to myself as I walked in the streets. Only when I was alone in
the open air, pacing the roof with pebbles in my mouth, as I had read Demosthenes had
done to cure himself of stammering; or in the street, where all words seemed to flow
from the length of my stride and the color of the houses as I remembered the perfect
tranquillity of a phrase in Beethoven's Romance in F I could sing back to myself as I
walked—only then was it possible for me to speak without the infinite premeditations
and strangled silences I toiled through whenever I got up at school to respond with the
expected, the exact answer.
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It troubled me that I could speak in the fullness of my own voice only when I was
alone on the streets, walking about. There was something unnatural about it;
unbearably isolated. I was not like the others! I was not like the others! At midday,
every freshly shocking Monday noon, they sent me away to a speech clinic in a school
in East New York, where I sat in a circle of lispers and cleft palates and foreign
accents holding a mirror before my lips and rolling difficult sounds over and over. To
be sent there in the full light of the opening week, when everyone else was at school or
going about his business, made me feel as if I had been expelled from the great normal
body of humanity. I would gobble down my lunch on my way to the speech clinic and
rush back to the school in time to make up for the classes I had lost. One day, one
unforgettable dread day, I stopped to catch my breath on a corner of Sutter Avenue,
near the wholesale fruit markets, where an old drugstore rose up over a great flight of
steps. In the window were dusty urns of colored water floating off iron chains;
cardboard placards advertising hairnets, Ex-Lax; a great illustrated medical chart
headed THE HUMAN FACTORY, which showed the exact course a mouthful of food
follows as it falls from chamber to chamber of the body. I hadn't meant to stop there at
all, only to catch my breath; but I so hated the speech clinic that I thought I would
delay my arrival for a few minutes by eating my lunch on the steps. When I took the
sandwich out of my bag, two bitterly hard pieces of hard salami slipped out of my
hand and fell through a grate onto a hill of dust below the steps. I remember how
sickeningly vivid an odd thread of hair looked on the salami, as if my lunch were
turning stiff with death. The factory whistles called their short, sharp blasts stark
through the middle of noon, beating at me where I sat outside the city's magnetic
circle. I had never known, I knew instantly I would never in my heart again submit to,
such wild passive despair as I felt at that moment, sitting on the steps before THE
HUMAN FACTORY, where little robots gathered and shoveled the food from chamber to
chamber of the body. They had put me out into the streets, I thought to myself; with
their mirrors and their everlasting pulling at me to imitate their effortless bright speech
and their stupefaction that a boy could stammer and stumble on every other English
word he carried in his head, they had put me out into the streets, had left me high and
dry on the steps of that drugstore staring at the remains of my lunch turning black and
grimy in the dust.
In the great cool assembly hall, dominated by the gold sign above the stage
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, the windowsills were lined with Dutch bulbs, each wedged
into a mound of pebbles massed in a stone dish. Above them hung a giant photograph
of Theodore Roosevelt. Whenever I walked in to see the empty assembly hall for
myself, the shiny waxed floor of the stage dangled in the middle of the air like a
crescent. On one side was a great silk American flag, the staff crowned by a gilt eagle.
Across the dry rattling of varnish-smelling empty seats bowing to the American flag, I
saw in the play of the sun on those pebbles wildly sudden images of peace. There was
the other land, crowned by the severe and questioning face of Theodore Roosevelt, his
eyes above the curiously endearing straw-dry mustache, behind the pince-nez
glittering with light, staring and staring me through as if he were uncertain whether he
fully approved of me.
The light pouring through window after window in that great empty varnished
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assembly hall seemed to me the most wonderful thing I had ever seen. It was that
thorough varnished cleanness that was of the new land, that light dancing off the
glasses of Theodore Roosevelt, those green and white roots of the still raw onionbrown bulbs delicately flaring up from the hill of pebbles into which they were
wedged. The pebbles moved me in themselves, there were so many of them. They rose
up around the bulbs in delicately strong masses of colored stone, and as the sun fell
between them, each pebble shone in its own light. Looking across the great rows of
empty seats to those pebbles lining the windowsills, I could still smell summer from
some long veranda surrounded by trees. On that veranda sat the family and friends of
Theodore Roosevelt. I knew the name: Oyster Bay. Because of that picture, I had read
The Boy's Life of Theodore Roosevelt; knew he had walked New York streets night
after night as Police Commissioner, unafraid of the Tenderloin gangsters; had looked
into Theodore Roosevelt's Letters to His Children, pretending that those hilarious
drawings on almost every page were for me. There was America, I thought, the real
America, his America, where from behind the glass on the wall of our assembly hall
he watched over us to make sure we did right, thought right, lived right.
"Up, boys! Up San Juan Hill!" I still hear our roguish old civics teacher, a little
white-haired Irishman who was supposed to have been with Teddy in Cuba, driving us
through our Friday morning tests with these shouts and cries. He called them "Army
Navy" tests, to make us feel big, and dividing the class between Army and Navy, got
us to compete with each other for a coveted blue star. Civics was city government,
state government, federal government; each government had functions; you had to get
them out fast in order to win for the Army or the Navy. Sometimes this required filling
in three or four words, line by line, down one side of the grimly official yellow
foolscap that was brought out for tests. (In the tense silence just before the test began,
he looked at us sharply, the watch in his hand ticking as violently as the sound of my
heart, and on command, fifty boys simultaneously folded their yellow test paper and
evened the fold with their thumbnails in a single dry sigh down the middle of the
paper.) At other times it meant true-or-false tests; then he stood behind us to make sure
we did not signal the right answers to each other in the usual way—for true, nodding
your head; for false, holding your nose. You could hear his voice barking from the
rear. "Come on now, you Army boys! On your toes like West Point cadets! All ready
now? Get set! Go! Three powers of the legislative branch? The judiciary? The
executive? The subject of the fifteenth amendment? The capital of Wyoming? Come on,
Navy! Shoot those landlubbers down! Give 'em a blast from your big guns right
through the middle! The third article of the Bill of Rights? The thirteenth amendment?
The sixteenth? True or false, Philadelphia is the capital of Pennsylvania. Up and at
yem, Navy! Mow them down! COME ON!!!" Our "average" was calculated each week,
and the boys who scored 90 per cent or over were rewarded by seeing their own names
lettered on the great blue chart over the blackboard. Each time I entered that room for
a test, I looked for my name on the blue chart as if the sight of it would decide my
happiness for all time.
Down we go, down the school corridors of the past smelling of chalk, lysol out of
the open toilets, and girl sweat. The staircases were a gray stone I saw nowhere else in
the school, and they were shut in on both sides by some thick unreflecting glass on
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